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Location A trans Pavilion at Hackesche Hoefe Berlin curated by Isolde Nagel
shows in the framework of the exhibition series An intimac(it)y

Architects büro blickpunkt        in flux

Opening Saturday, 10 May 2008  4 pm

Exhibition Dates May 11 – June 28, 2008

Welcome Miriam Bers, Curator GoArt! Berlin
Eva Tuerks und Juliane Wolf, büro blickpunkt
Isolde Nagel

Opening Hours Thu – Sat 2 pm – 7 pm and by appointment
Shopwindow 24 hours
Daily open 2 pm – 7 pm at DMY Berlin 2008 International Design
Festival May 21 – 25, 2008 (Thu, 22 May 2 pm – 9 pm)

Happy Talk + Finissage DMY Sunday, 25 May 2008  7 pm at A trans Pavilion
With Prof. Annett Zinsmeister (Berlin/Stuttgart),
büro blickpunkt: Eva Tuerks + Juliane Wolf (Berlin)
Moderation Isolde Nagel

Address A trans Pavilion
Hackesche Hoefe Courtyard III
Rosenthalerstr. 40/41
D-10178 Berlin-Mitte
www.atrans.org • in@atrans.org

Many thanks for the kind support to DMY Berlin 2008 Design Festival
Eternit GmbH, Berlin
Thorsten Fiebig Baugesellschaft mbH, Potsdam

büro blickpunkt positions itself along the boundary line separating architecture from art. In fact, their works aim
to dissolve this border entirely. Eva Tuerks and Juliane Wolf, the team's protagonists, produce buildings,
interiors, urban interventions, and objects with the intention of generating unexpected points of view, of
perceiving the surrounding environment anew, of seeing differently, of adopting a wider perspective.
Now, in the context of the exhibition series An intimac(it)y, büro blickpunkt is producing a project for and in
collaboration with the A trans Pavilion.
The space of the pavilion will remain virtually unaltered – only the exterior shell will be supplemented via the
application of paint and concrete. This intervention will transform the building’s character, shifting the
potential of the materials into the field of focus. The application of paint to the pavilion's glass façade, for
example, will generate natural fractals, eliciting a multiplicity of associations. These interventions will evolve in
conjunction with daily rhythms, developing their effects on location. Simple transformations will allow the
character and visual properties of the existing building and its surroundings to take on unexpected
appearances. This scenarization of an interface between interior and exterior space is designed to offer
visitors multiple points of access to their own inner landscapes.

The opening reception will take place on Saturday, 10 May 2008 at 4 pm. You and your friends are cordially
invited.

A trans Pavilion is participating in DMY Berlin 2008 Design Festival from May 21 – 25, 2008.

For additional information please contact Isolde Nagel +49 173. 202 52 20, see www.atrans.org or
www.bueroblickpunkt.de


